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Old-growth forest ecosystems comprise a mosaic of patches in
different successional stages, with the fraction of the landscape
in any particular state relatively constant over large temporal and
spatial scales. The size distribution and return frequency of distur-
bance events, and subsequent recovery processes, determine to
a large extent the spatial scale over which this old-growth steady
state develops. Here,we characterize thismosaic for a Central Amazon
forest by integrating field plot data, remote sensing disturbance
probability distribution functions, and individual-based simulation
modeling. Results demonstrate that a steady state of patches of
varying successional age occurs over a relatively large spatial scale,
with important implications for detecting temporal trends on plots
that sample a small fraction of the landscape. Long highly significant
stochastic runs averaging 1.0 Mg biomass·ha−1·y−1 were often punc-
tuated by episodic disturbance events, resulting in a sawtooth time
series of hectare-scale tree biomass. To maximize the detection
of temporal trends for this Central Amazon site (e.g., driven by CO2

fertilization), plots larger than 10 hawould provide the greatest sensi-
tivity. A model-based analysis of fractional mortality across all gap
sizes demonstrated that 9.1–16.9%of treemortality wasmissing from
plot-based approaches, underscoring the need to combine plot and
remote-sensingmethods for estimating net landscape carbon balance.
Old-growth tropical forests can exhibit complex large-scale structure
driven by disturbance and recovery cycles, with ecosystem and com-
munity attributes of hectare-scale plots exhibiting continuous dynamic
departures from a steady-state condition.

biodiversity | community composition | gap dynamics | NEP NEE NBP

A common assumption in old-growth forest studies is that, in
the absence of a directional forcing, ecosystem character-

istics and tree species composition should exhibit some type of
steady-state behavior (1). Thus, plot-based studies in old-growth
tropical forests that observe changing tree species composition
(2), increased liana abundance (3), faster turnover rates (4), and
forest biomass accumulation (5, 6), are viewed as surprising
departures from an expected steady-state condition. However,
disturbance events can create a landscape with patches of varying
successional age, and the extent to which forest plots represen-
tatively sample this mosaic remains an open question. An im-
portant issue is how to distinguish directional trends driven by
a warming climate, or rising atmospheric CO2 concentration,
from smaller-scale stochastic patterns driven by disturbance and
recovery cycles (7, 8).
Over long time periods, the disturbance regime of a forested

region creates a shifting steady-state mosaic, represented by
patches of different successional ages, with the fraction of the
landscape in any particular state remaining relatively constant
over time (9, 10). In many tropical forests, gaps created by the
windthrow of canopy trees is a major mode of disturbance, and
specific characteristics of these gaps define key differences
among regions in the development of an old-growth landscape.
Following the opening of a gap, a classical ecological paradigm

describes the successional shift in community composition over
time, from light-demanding pioneer and early-successional spe-
cies, toward shade-tolerant late-successional and climax species
(11, 12). However, most tropical forest gaps are relatively small
and do not provide sufficient light to initiate secondary succes-
sion, and the related shift in community composition (13). Yet
secondary succession does occur in large gaps, although these
episodic succession-inducing events are rarely observed in forest
plots that sample only a small portion of a landscape over a lim-
ited period (14). Because the return frequency of species-shifting
gaps are not well quantified for many tropical forests, their im-
portance in influencing biodiversity patterns (15, 16) and carbon-
cycling dynamics (17, 18) remains an open question.
Gap size frequency often follows a skewed distribution (19, 20),

indicating that only a portion of the disturbance spectrum is
sampled over the typical spatial and temporal domains encom-
passed by existing forest sample plots. Thus, lacking a represen-
tative sampling of larger gaps (e.g.,>1,000m2), our understanding
their effects on ecological processes is incomplete. One important
observation from a tropical forest network is the increase in bio-
mass quantified over time on fixed-area permanent sample plots,
which when scaled globally accounted for ∼60% (1.3 Pg C·y−1)
of the residual terrestrial carbon sink (6, 21). There have been
broad discussions on potential causal agents driving this non–
steady-state behavior, and growth fertilization of tropical trees
from increasing atmospheric CO2 has been suggested as a parsi-
monious explanation for some of these observations (22). How-
ever, if patches that are rapidly losing carbon following distur-
bance demonstrate spatial and temporal clustering, they may be
underrepresented in current sampling schemes (19, 23).
To investigate the spatial scale over which an old-growth

steady-state mosaic develops for a Central Amazon landscape,
this study used a combination of field-based tree mortality
studies, a long-term remote-sensing disturbance chronosequence
(Fig. 1 and Fig. S1), and the individual-based tropical tree
ecosystem and community simulator (TRECOS) model (24).
To simulate the entire disturbance gradient from individual
tree falls to large blowdowns, TRECOS was modified to use
a gap size probability distribution function (PDF) generated
from merging forest plot data and Landsat image analyses
(Fig. 2 and Table 1) (Methods). TRECOS was then used to
explore how successional patches, biomass dynamics, and
large-scale carbon balance varied across a Central Amazon
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landscape. This study provides a benchmark for exploring po-
tential nonstochastic trends in plot-based studies, and underscores
the importance of taking a landscape-scale approach in studying
ecosystem processes and species distribution patterns in old-
growth forest ecosystems.

Results and Discussion
A critical first step in this study was determining an average
landscape-scale mortality rate for our Central Amazon site.
Episodic disturbance events with return frequencies greater than

∼30 y are not well represented in the existing Amazon network
where plots were monitored for 4.0–21.7 y (mean of 10.9 y) up to
the early 2000s (5). A plot-based study in the Central Amazon,
for example, found that the largest gap occurring on 56 separate
census intervals varying from 1 to 5 y on 21 single hectare per-
manent plots included only one eight-tree blowdown cluster, and
only seven events exceeding six trees per cluster (24, 25). Thus,
a plot-based mortality rate estimate for the Central Amazon of
1.02% stems·y−1 (24) was entirely missing the mortality contri-
bution of events exceeding eight trees per cluster. Fortuitously,
the smallest disturbance events detected in our Landsat analyses
were single-pixel, approximately eight-tree fall clusters (26), and
including this “episodic” Landsat-based mortality increased our
regional average mortality rate for the Central Amazon from
1.02% y−1 to ∼1.20% y−1, which was used to parameterize
TRECOS (Table 1 and SI Text).
Multiple runs of TRECOS at 100 ha for 2,000 y were carried

out to better understand the development of an old-growth
Central Amazon landscape. For each run, smaller subplots were
extracted from the 100-ha domain to explore how plots of
varying size sampled key landscape-scale attributes. Fig. 3A de-
rived from a typical run shows total aboveground tree biomass
averaged over the entire 100-ha domain, along with five random
1-ha samples. After spinning up to steady state, the average
biomass for the 100-ha plot was relatively constant, ranging from
260 to 300 Mg·ha−1, which compared well with direct biomass
estimates in nearby forests (27). In contrast, the single hectare
plots were in constant flux, with long stretches of biomass accu-
mulation often punctuated by episodic disturbances, and the time
series rarely demonstrating steady-state behavior (Fig. 3B). The
coefficient of variation (Fig. S2) for temporal change in biomass
varied with plot size, with plots larger than ∼10 ha providing im-
proved sensitivity for detecting true directional trends. Based on
five 1-ha samples from a typical run of TRECOS, significant linear
runs in biomass gain were common, with biomass accumulation
trends (mean, 0.99 Mg·ha−1·y−1; range, 0.75–1.49 Mg·ha−1·y−1)
occurring twice as often as biomass loss (Fig. S3) (SI Text). The
average accumulation rate from these purely stochastic positive

Fig. 1. A ∼100-km2 Central Amazon landscape shows a change in surface reflectance from (A) 2004 to (B) 2005, with patches exhibiting high short-wave
infrared reflectance (red channel) indicative of disturbance across the entire image (green channel, near infrared) (B). After masking out (black pixels) all land
use, rivers, roads, clouds, and areas with a high shade fraction (C), a mortality map (D) was generated based on a relationship between field-measured tree
mortality and the ΔNPV remote-sensing metric. Tree mortality in this scene (D) demonstrated a variety of patch sizes ranging from isolated single-pixel
disturbances, to large contiguous blowdown patches of ∼30 ha.
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Fig. 2. A Landsat-derived frequency distribution of total number of events
(y) across a range of size classes (x), with the size of the patch calculated as
the total number of dead trees in the patch using the relationship between
ΔNPV and the fractional mortality rate (Fig. S3). The colored symbols in-
dicate different Landsat image pairs used to calculate ΔNPV. Summed clus-
ters across all five ΔNPV images were used to calculate a PDF for gaps larger
than approximately eight trees per gap (SI Text).
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runs compared well with the average biomass accumulation rate
(1.22 Mg·ha−1·y−1) measured across a network of Amazon forest
inventory plots, encompassing an average sampling period of
about a decade (5).
These results demonstrate that landscape-scale estimates of

Amazon forest carbon balance need to consider the full distur-
bance continuum (Fig. S4), from plot-based tree fall events of 1–
8 trees, through intermediate-scale disturbances detectable in
Landsat imagery exceeding 7–10 downed trees per cluster (26),
to larger events greater than 1,000 m2 (28) (Fig. S5). Although
disturbance events of less than approximately five trees per gap
were by far the most common (Table 1), the return frequency of
episodic succession-inducing disturbance events (te) (i.e., greater
than approximately eight trees per event) can be critical for
a number of ecological and evolutionary processes. Results from
TRECOS estimated the partitioning of tree mortality across all
event size classes (Table 1), demonstrating that 9.1–16.9% of
tree mortality was missing from plot-based approaches that
poorly sample disturbance events larger than about 8–15 trees
per gap. Including this episodic mortality that is generally missing
from plot-based estimates would largely offset net biomass ac-
cumulation from tree recruitment and growth (27), resulting in
approximate landscape carbon balance.
TRECOS predicted a median te at the scale of a single 400-m2

grid cell of about 50 y (Fig. 4), and a hectare-scale return fre-
quency of ∼14 y (Table 1), a disturbance regime that creates the
highly dynamic behavior of small forest plots in the Central
Amazon (Fig. 3). This median te was considerably less than the
time required for a forest patch to reach a mature phase (29).
Thus, episodic disturbances likely play important roles in struc-
turing tree species community composition across the landscape.
Because episodic disturbances have been poorly sampled over the
spatial and temporal domains encompassed by most existing Am-
azon forest plots, the abundance of pioneer and early successional
trees species, and their roles in the community, have likely been
underestimated. Likewise, tree species that are resistant to wind-
throw may be relatively more abundant in areas impacted by
blowdown storms. Overall, te is an important parameter for un-
derstanding patch-scale shifts in tree species community composi-
tion and regional biodiversity patterns (15), and tests of central
biodiversity hypotheses such as niche versus neutral community
assembly (14, 30), and the intermediate disturbance hypothesis (31,
32), will benefit from such a landscape-scale approach.
Tree fall gaps are also important in the cycling of carbon.

Episodic disturbances create patches with a large amount of
coarse woody debris (CWD), and the time required for the

decomposer community to consume this CWD and release CO2
is much faster in Amazon forests than biomass recovery follow-
ing disturbance (24). Thus, recent tree fall gaps in the early
stages of succession will act as large carbon sources, followed by
decades of slow carbon accumulation as trees fill the gap and
species community composition changes over time. Depending
on return frequencies for episodic disturbances, a balance of
source and sink patches defining a steady state for atmospheric
CO2 could develop over spatial and temporal scales considerably
larger than a typical forest sample plot. Because episodic dis-
turbances occur at a frequency less than that required to attain
a mature late-successional state, hectare-scale patches in the
Central Amazon rarely attain maximum biomass density, creat-
ing a sawtooth pattern of biomass gain punctuated by occasional
losses from succession-inducing disturbances (Fig. 3B).
Observed Amazon tree mortality and recruitment rates have

increased since the mid 1970s (4), and particularly high mortality
rates occurred in 2005 from drought and strong wind storms (33,
34), with the potential for additional mortality from the 2010
drought (35, 36). These high mortality events may indicate a shift
toward more dynamic disturbance regimes, yet it is unknown
whether this is part of a long-term climate-related trend, or
a transient phenomenon. A robust prediction of many climate
systemmodels is an increase in storm strength and frequency, and
a decrease in precipitation across large portions of the Southern
Amazon with a warming climate (37). Because tropical pre-
cipitation in these models is generated by convective parame-
terizations that are highly uncertain, predicted precipitation
fluxes vary widely in the tropics with a warming climate (38).
However, recent work with a cloud-resolving model where no
convective parameterization is needed predicts increasing tropi-
cal precipitation and storm intensity with a warming climate (39).
Although it may be too early to detect directional trends in forest
disturbance regimes with a changing climate, remote-sensing time
series can be closely monitored for an increase in Amazon storm
intensity and related disturbance regimes.
Another factor to consider is the potential for tree mortality

events to drive large-scale disturbance and recovery patterns,
with variation in tree mortality occurring at a variety of spatial
and temporal scales in the Amazon Basin. At the landscape scale
in the Central Amazon, a given mortality rate in a particular year
(say 1%) is distributed among patches of varying size following
a power law (Fig. S4). However, there is also temporal variability
across this landscape, with year-to-year rates bounded by some
minimum, and up to a maximum mortality rate averaged across
a landscape of tens to hundreds of square kilometers (SI Text).

Table 1. The binned PDFs providing the fraction of total mortality in each event class and event probabilities (SI Text)

Minimum
event PDF

Maximum
event PDF

Average
event PDF

Trees per
event

Approximate gap
area, ha

Events,
ha−1·y−1

Hectare-scale return
frequency, ys

Fractional trees,
ha−1·y−1

Fractional mortality in
event class, %

0.7737142 0.83992130 0.80190450 1 3.773830 0.26 3.774 52.0
0.1241256 0.10071330 0.11514330 2 0.541874 1.85 1.084 14.9
0.0735196 0.04730095 0.06238282 4 0.293579 3.41 1.174 16.2
0.0200586 0.00940700 0.01508790 8 0.09 0.071005 14.08 0.568 7.8
0.0057247 0.00198970 0.00384198 15 0.15 0.018081 55.31 0.271 3.7
0.0022261 0.00056755 0.00132691 33 0.30 0.006245 160.14 0.206 2.8
0.0004914 0.00008513 0.00025280 82 0.64 0.001190 840.56 0.098 1.3
0.0001090 0.00001285 0.00004844 205 1.42 0.000228 4,386.82 0.047 0.6
0.0000285 0.00000218 0.00001072 600 3.66 0.000050 19,819.34 0.030 0.4
0.0000024 0.00000010 0.00000064 2,732 14.23 0.000003 332,017.00 0.008 0.1

The average PDF was parameterized in TRECOS to distribute total landscape mortality into 10 discrete bins representing all size classes. Data for mortality
events of one to four trees (in italics) are based on data from permanent forest samples plots, and the events that are not in italics or bold are from the
Landsat ΔNPV analysis. The eight-tree event was estimated by merging the six- to eight-tree bin from the forest plot data (24) with the single-pixel
disturbances from the Landsat analysis (26). The eight-tree bin is also the minimum size gap that initiated secondary succession, and events of this size or
greater define time since episodic disturbance in TRECOS (te). Bold represents mortality events that are important for estimating landscape-carbon balance,
yet poorly sampled with existing plots in Central Amazon forests.
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At the scale of the Amazon Basin, the RAINFOR network has
described remarkable gradients, with higher mortality rates in
the Western Amazon, and lower rates in central and eastern
portions of the basin (4). However, little is known about in-
terannual variability in mortality at landscape to regional scales.
Ultimately, any climate or CO2 fertilization signal will be con-
volved with these disturbance and recovery cycles at a variety of
scales, and regional approaches are needed to robustly evaluate
a number of potentially confounded processes.
We demonstrate here that plots of ∼10 ha or larger (Fig. S2)

will improve our ability to detect directional biomass trends in
the Central Amazon related to a warming climate (e.g., drought)
or CO2 fertilization. Networks of smaller plots may be more
robust in providing average continental-scale estimates of di-
rectional change in attributes such as forest biomass accumula-
tion (5, 6), yet it remains important to determine the size
distribution of gaps on these plots with respect to variation in
regional disturbance regimes. A comparison of the largest gaps

representatively sampled on the network of Amazon plots, with
those observed from remote sensing imagery (e.g., Landsat),
would enable an evaluation of how well the Amazon disturbance
PDF, and corresponding biomass fluxes from mortality, have
been sampled across the basin. Additional studies are needed on
tree mortality, including PDFs of gap size, agents of mortality
(e.g., drought, wind), interannual variability in landscape- to
regional-scale average rates, and how all of these vary among
tropical forest regions.
A number of interesting disturbance gradients across the

Amazon also influence biodiversity patterns. Across the basin,
average mortality rates are about twice as high on the more
fertile soils of the Western Amazon than the less fertile soils of
the Eastern and Central Amazon (4). Remote-sensing studies
demonstrated that large blowdown gaps are much more common
from near Manaus westward, compared with the less dynamic
Eastern Amazon (28, 40). Ter Steege et al. (16) describe how
plant functional traits covary with disturbance regimes across the
Amazon basin, with heavy wooded and high seed mass trees
more common in the low disturbance Guiana shield, grading to
trees having low wood density and light readily dispersed seeds in
the more dynamic Western Amazon. The methods used here to
quantify disturbance regime attributes will be useful for better
understanding the role of disturbance in structuring these
Amazon tree communities. Gap size in the Manaus region, for
example, followed a power law distribution with a mean scaling
exponent of −2.80 (Fig. S4), and patch-scale (400 m2) succes-
sion-inducing disturbances exhibiting a return frequency of
about 50 y (Fig. 4). The distribution of gap size, and the return
frequency of succession-inducing disturbances, varies across
the Amazon basin, and this variation likely plays important
roles in determining differences in regional tree species di-
versity patterns (16).

Summary
Tree mortality events ranging in size from single tree falls to large
hectare-scale blowdowns create a complex disturbance and re-
covery mosaic in Amazon forests. If the full gap size distribution is
not accounted for, plot-based approaches may undersample key
attributes of this mosaic. Our results indicate that biomass accu-
mulation trends related to stochastic processes should decrease as
plot size increases, because larger plots are more likely to contain
representative samples of mortality losses. In support of this as-
sertion, a study of net carbon gain from a network of larger (16–
52 ha each) tropical forest plots (41) found a significantly lower
net carbon accumulation rate (0.24 Mg C·ha−1·y−1) than studies
using smaller plots (6) (0.49 Mg C·ha−1·y−1). A plot-based ap-
proach in the Central Amazon missed up to ∼18% of total tree
mortality, comprising episodic succession-inducing tree fall clus-
ters larger than approximately eight trees per event, with a hect-
are-scale return frequency of∼14 y (Table 1). Overall results from
TRECOS demonstrated that forest plots larger than 10 ha would
enable improved detection of global change signals associated
with rising atmospheric CO2, or a warming climate.
It has long been recognized that forest sample plots are em-

bedded in landscapes with varying disturbance regimes (15). The
approach presented here enables the placement of plot-scale
results into the larger context of a regional disturbance regime,
including the size distribution of disturbed patches, themagnitude
of disturbance within these patches, and the event return frequency.
We focused primarily on how disturbance and recovery cycles affect
carbon balance, but they also play important roles in influencing the
distribution of tree species and community composition. This study
demonstrates that efforts to determine temporal trends related to
global changes should be carried out using landscape-scale ap-
proaches, including characterizing the regional disturbance regime
using remote-sensing chronosequences, detailed field studies to
characterize mortality events and community succession patterns,
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Fig. 3. (A) The 100-ha output from a single 2,000-y run of TRECOS showing
temporal changes in aboveground biomass averaged over 100 ha (large
dark green symbols) compared with five randomly selected 1-ha plots from
within the 100-ha domain. (B) In contrast to relatively stable average tree
biomass at the 100-ha scale, single hectare plots exhibited relatively con-
tinuous departures from steady state. Hectare-scale plots often demon-
strated long stochastic runs of biomass accumulation punctuated by episodic
biomass loss events. Trend analysis of five single hectare output plots
demonstrated long, highly significant trends in biomass gain averaging ∼1.0
Mg biomass·ha−1·y−1 (Fig. S3).
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and simulation modeling to place plot-level results into a regional
context. This approach can also be used to establish important
baselines for evaluating potential changes in disturbance regimes
with a warming climate.

Methods
We used a total of 10 Landsat images for the Manaus region to quantify
wind-driven tree mortality disturbance for five intervals (1985–1986, 1987–
1988, 1996–1997, 1997–1998, 2004–2005) across an old-growth Amazon
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Fig. 4. Spatial distribution in time since last episodic succession-inducing disturbance (te) estimated from TRECOS at the end of a 2,000-y run (light pixels, old
patches; dark pixels, young patches). The distribution of te ranging from 1 to >500 y is shown in the histogram. Median te for the 400-m2 cells was 51 y (mean,
73.9 y), which is less than the time required for a patch to approach steady-state conditions in terms of biomass or tree species composition, resulting in
a highly dynamic old-growth Central Amazon forest mosaic. Maximum te (534 y) demonstrated that a significant number of patches at the tail of this dis-
tribution are at a mature state, and trees exceeding 500 y are found in these forests (45).
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forest landscape. Each image was processed using spectral mixture analysis
whereby each pixel was unmixed into constituent spectral end-member
fractions (42–44). The change in the nonphotosynthetic vegetation (wood
and surface litter) fraction from one year to the next (ΔNPV) was used as the
disturbance metric (33) (Fig. 1). In previous Central Amazon work, we found
a strong correlation between ΔNPV and field-measured tree mortality (33)
(Fig. S6), which enabled mapping mortality rates over large landscapes. In
addition, we have also demonstrated the sensitivity of Landsat image
analysis for detecting subpixel blowdown patches as small as 7–10 trees (26).
A cluster algorithm was applied to all of the ΔNPV difference images to
quantify the full size distribution of blowdown gaps up to 35 ha in patch size
(>7,000 downed trees) (SI Text). The distribution of gap event size obser-
vations followed a power law distribution (Fig. 2 and Fig. S4).

Calculating a landscape-scale mortality rate presented a number of
challenges. First, over the spatial and temporal domains sampled in the
permanent forest plots used in this study, mortality estimates included only
a single eight-tree cluster, and only seven events were recorded that
exceeded six trees per cluster (24). Thus, our plot-based rates were entirely
missing episodic events exceeding eight trees per cluster. To account for this
mortality missing from the plot-based estimate, a landscape-scale rate was
calculated that included a plot-based standing dead rate (0.13% y−1), a plot-
based rate for trees snapped and uprooted related to wind storms (0.89% y−1)
(24), and our Landsat-based wind mortality estimate (0.18% y−1), giving an
average landscape-scale total mortality rate of 1.20% y−1, which was used to
parameterized TRECOS (Fig. S7). Thus, including episodic Landscape-based
events increased our average regional mortality rate for the Central Amazon
from 1.02% y−1 to 1.20% y−1, an 18% increase.

Most mortality events in the Central Amazon occur as lone individual trees
(24), with the frequency of larger events decreasing as a potential power law
function (17) (SI Text). Using data from forest inventory plots in the Central

Amazon (24) in the same region as the Landsat data, mortality events were
partitioned into size classes ranging from one to eight trees per event, with
a single eight-tree fall cluster the largest plot-level event observed. Scaling
these probabilities over the region occupied by the Landsat ΔNPV images
enabled a merging of the plot-based tree fall size class distribution and the
Landsat-based distribution, with the largest plot-based event transitioning
well to the smallest observed Landsat subpixel disturbances (26). The
resulting PDF enabled the partitioning of a landscape-scale tree mortality
rate into binned event size classes from single tree falls to large blowdowns
(Table 1) (SI Text).

To better understand how intermediate-scale (episodic) disturbances in-
fluence ecosystem processes and tree species community composition, we
modified an existing forest dynamics model (24). TRECOS (coded in Java) (Fig.
S8) is an individual-based stochastic-empirical model that simulates all trees
in 400-m2 cells (stands) aggregated into a larger plot (e.g., 100 ha in this
study), and includes information on species composition, recruitment,
growth, mortality, dead tree decomposition, and other processes affecting
individual trees. For this study, TRECOS was modified to use a binned PDF
(Table 1) to distribute a landscape mortality rate into events of different size
classes, and to simulate other key successional processes (SI Text).
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